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Additional citations are required for validation in this article. Please help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unsourcing material can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Left 4 Dead series – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (August 2012) (Learn
how and when to remove this template message) Left 4 DeadSeries logo for Left 4 DeadGenre(s)First-person shooter, survival horrorDeveloper(s)Turtle Rock Studios (2008)Valve (2009)Publisher(s)ValveFirst releaseLeft 4 DeadNovember 17, 2008 Last releaseLeft 4 Dead 2Kasim 17,
2009 Left 4 A series of survival horror video games released by Left 4 Dead Valve. Set days after an epidemic of a viral strain that transforms people into wild creatures like zombies, watch the adventures of four survivors trying to reach safe houses and military rescue while the games fend
off their attacking armies. The games encourage collaborative play between four players, each taking on the role of one of the surviving characters and controlling unassigned characters. Players use a range of healing items to keep their group alive, while using a collection of melee
weapons, firearms and discarded objects to fend off mass attacks by infected creatures. Some unique infected creatures often pose a more difficult problem, requiring teamwork to effectively take it down. The games are overseen by an AI Director designed to give players a more dramatic
experience based on their performance, punishing players for stalling while rewarding them with special weapons by taking longer or risky routes. The director also makes the game dynamic, which means that no two games are quite the same. Video games Release calendar2008Left 4
Dead2009Crash Course DLCLeft 4 Dead 22010The Passing DLCThe Sacrifice DLC20112012Cold Stream DLC20132014201520162017201820192020The Last Stand DLC Left 4 Dead was released in November 2008. Development of the game was initiated by Turtle Rock Studios,
purchased by Valve during the creation of the game, with the constant improvement occurring at Valve studios. Left 4 Dead 2 was released a year later in November 2009. Valve first attributed a brief turn between titles as a result of having many ideas to expand the game, but more
reasonable software can be made through patches or downloadable content. The quick return of the sequel was criticized by many players of the first game, and a temporary effort emerged to boycott the second game. Valve helped defuse matters by showing that both games were still
developing content for the first game, including The Passing, a crossover campaign between their characters. Downloadable content Crash Course is the first content (DLC) campaign available for download for Left 4 Dead. It is free on PC, but not for Xbox 360. September 29th, 2009
According to Valve this gap is for bridge No Mercy and No Death Toll. Passing left 4 Dead 2, the first DLC crossover campaign, which includes a new campaign and game new cooperative challenge modes and introduces a new firearm, the M60; Golf Club and a new Rare Infected Fallen
Survivor. It was released on April 22, 2010. The victim is a three-part DLC for both Left 4 Dead and Left 4 Dead 2 and was released on October 5, 2010. It is considered a preface that takes place after Blood Harvest and both campaigns are interconnected. Cold Stream is the third DLC for
Left 4 Dead 2. It was announced in a blog post on February 16, 2011. Cold Stream was released in beta form on Steam on March 22, 2011, and was released in its final form on Steam on July 24, 2012. Cold Stream Xbox Marketplace was released on August 3, 2012 for 560MSP. This map
features a variety of wall graffiti created by community member Matthew Lourdelet and featuring the author's friends. The Last Stand is a community-created screenplay for Left 4 Dead 2 and was released on September 24, 2020 with Valve's approval. The update includes more than twenty
new maps for survival mode, a new campaign, and additional updates to the game. Spin-offs and crossovers make a return in mercenaries: No Mercy Resident Evil 6 PC version. Exclusively for No Mercy, Capcom and game developer Valve have teamed up to allow Left 4 Dead 2 content
for No Mercy. The content includes the main cast of Left 4 Dead 2 and are playable characters with their own uploads replacing Witch and Tank with Bloodshot and Napad as enemies. Pixel Force: Left 4 Dead is a downloadable indie game where the game was released for NES. Left 4
Dead: Survivors (Left 4 Dead: 中中者中, (Seizonshatachi)) is a version of Left 4 Dead 2 released by Taito for Japanese passages on December 10, 2014. [1] The game has the same scenarios and locations as the L4D2, but has a different cast of survivors specific to this edition. Left 4
Dead No Mercy level appeared as DLC for co-op-shooter Payday: Heist and its sequel Payday 2. [2] On August 20, 2015, a free update was released for the PC version of the Zombie Army Tlog and imported eight survivor characters from left 4 Dead games. [3] In March 2017, the
asymmetric horror game Dead by Daylight released Left Behind DLC for PC, which unlocked Bill as a playable character. Zoey, Ellis, Francis and Rochelle costumes meg, Dwight, Jake and Claudette are also unlocked respectively. [4] Comics Main article: Left 4 Dead: The Sacrifice Tied to
the release of the Sacrifice downloadable content, a four-part web comic book drawn by Michael Avon Oeming, was published to describe what happened after the first group of Bill, Louis, Zoey and Francis, which caused them to meet the second group of Coaches, Ellis, Rochelle and Nick.
[5] [6] Provides each of the parts A story for each of the first surviving characters at the beginning of the epidemic, and also directly follows the last campaign from the first game, Blood Harvest, where survivors, identified as carriers, are taken to a secure military facility. The use of the funny
environment to expand the story of the game outside the limits of the game was used by Valve before introducing Team Fortress 2. [7] Within Left 4 Dead 2, a fictional southern rock band called The Midnight Riders, introduced commercial products. Various songs were produced for games
and tie-in promotions. Two of them, Midnight Ride and One Bad Man, have emerged as downloadable content for the Rock Band series via the Rock Band Network. [8] Valve released a series of themed holiday cards after survivors created by Alexandria Neonakis. [9] Three infected plush
toys from the Left 4 Dead series were released; First with Boomer, then hunter and tank. They will be followed by two plush toys that will yet be released. Alexandria was also created by Neonakis. [10] [11] In June 2011, valve was confirmed to have signed an agreement with NECA to
produce action figures that included left 4 Dead and other Valve series. There are two figures produced so far, Left 4 Dead's Boomer (released in June), and Left 4 Dead 2's Smoker (released in November). [12] The cancelled sequel Valve has yet to make any statement regarding future
games in the series, but Chet Faliszek said in 2012 that a sequel like Valve's other games could not be ruled out. [13] Rumors from 2013 to 2016 have left valve believing that Left 4 Dead 3, its target release date in 2017, has evolved. [14] [15] [16] [17] However, at this point Turtle Rock no
longer worked with Valve, but instead developed the asymmetric multiplayer game Evolve. In April 2019, Valve News Network's Tyler McVicker reported that Left 4 Dead 3 had been added to being in development at some point on Valve, then cancelled a few years earlier. McVicker's assets
showed that it was at a level comparable to the assets used in Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, and showed that little other work had been done on the title. [18] In July 2020, Valve's multimedia storybook The Final Hours of Half-Life: Alyx, which focuses on the 2010s, gave information
about the cancelled Left 4 Dead 3 project developed in 2013, which the actor identified as an open world game set in Morocco, where he fought hundreds of zombies. The project was shelved due to the slow development of the Source 2 engine. [19] [20] At The Game Awards 2020, Turtle
Rock announced Back 4 Blood, the spiritual successor to Left 4 Dead 2, scheduled for release in June 2021. [21] Setting Left 4 Dead games will take place in the days after the outbreak of an infection that turns people into wild, zombie-like creatures and wants to kill them. get infected.
Within the United States, the Civil Emergency and Defense Agency (CEDA) orders the creation of safe zones with the help of the military and evacuates as many people as possible to those areas, with the aim of transferring infected water organs cross to outbound vessels, as is possible. It
has been discovered that a number of people are immune to infection, but they can carry it and unintentionally spread it to others. In both games, these Carriers or others become survivor characters of the game, or just immune people four, meet and make their way to safe houses and
extraction points. The characters follow four survivors traveling from Pennsylvania to Florida. The game's four Survivors are: Bill: a former chain smoking Vietnam War veteran. Louis: a worn IT analyst. The most optimistic of the four. A lawman who hates everything, except a cyclist, vests.
Zoey: a college student who loves horror movies. Game two follows another group from Savannah, Georgia, to New Orleans, Louisiana, and four new Survivors: Coach: a portly high school football coach. He's a talking mechanic. Be a good boy who finds it optimism, a little naïve and
zombie apocalyptic and exciting. Nick: a smoty gambler and con man. Rochelle: a low-level TV reporter. The Japanese arcade version of the second game follows the same route and story, but arcade printing features four special Survivors: Yusuke: a Japanese college student visiting
America on vacation. Haruka: A Japanese schoolgirl visiting america on a school trip. Sara: A Japanese-American tour guide. Blake: An American bartender and Army veteran. Game Left 4 Dead games are first-person shooters containing elements of survival horror. A player controls one
of the four Survivor characters and can move, jump and use the weapons in their hands. Players are limited to two weapons: a main firearm received from ammunition with limited ammunition, and side gun with either one (or two pistols) unlimited ammunition or a melee weapon. Players
also have three additional inventory slots. The third slot gives the player a discarded weapon, including a molotov cocktail, a pipe bomb that can be used to attract a herd before exploding, or a jar of bile that can be used to lure a herd to a specific area. The fourth slot provides a health kit
that they can use either on themselves or other survivors, a defibrillator to revive a dead Survivor, or a special ammunition delivery kit that provides unique ammunition, such as explosive shells. The fifth inventory slot is used for pain pills, giving the player a temporary health boost, or an
adrenaline shot, increasing the speed of the temporary player. Some environmental objects, such as propane tanks or gas canisters, can be transported and thrown into seditions, on top of which they can be fired as an oblique explosive, but not stored in the player's inventory. Limited-use
weapons such as left 4 Dead 2, power saws or machine guns can be similarly carried. The player can temporarily use the object regardless of holding them to push back any infected surrounding them. A health bar is used to track the status of each character; Players are aware of each
other's health and the status of special items, and the walls separating the characters regardless of each character are shown to other players through an outline silhouette on the game's HUD and colored according to their health status. The health of a character suffers from any infected,
environmental impacts such as fires and attacks from friendly fever events. When a character's health drops below a certain level, the character can't move that fast until they restore their health. If the player's health drops to zero, he becomes incapacitated and a new temporary health bar
appears, representing the period of bleeding. If this bar drops to zero, the character dies and can only be restored via a defibrillator, then appears at the level of a recovery locker, where they must be released, or when the remaining players reach the safe house. Otherwise, an incapacitated
character can be revived with the help of another character. However, if a character becomes incapacitated three times in a row without using a first aid kit, he immediately dies a third time. Similarly, if a character falls on one side, they will hang dangerously for a limited time, falling to their
death if they are not helped over time. In main campaign mode, each campaign is divided into two to five sections. For all but the final part, the goal of the players is to reach the safehouse at the end of the level, where fresh materials of weapons, ammunition and health items are usually
found. In the final episode, the campaign comes to a cli for a cli result and requires players to either make a stand against infected waves while waiting for a rescue vehicle, fill the gas tank of an escape vehicle during horde fending off, or race with an infected glove to make way for the
rescue point. Additional game modes are also available. A 4-on-4 competitive mode is available, where in alternate matches, one side controls Survivor characters, while the other side controls unique Infected creatures. When playing as survivors, the target remains the same as normal
campaign mode. The infected side tries to prevent survivors from entering a safe house; If they are killed by survivors, they will later re-emerge as a new creature. Scoring is based on how far survivors go and other factors, and accept the team winner with the most points at the end of the
campaign. Other modes are based on single-state coldness, which survivors have to endure as long as possible. Left 4 Dead 2 introduced two additional modes. In realism mode, a few of the video game aspects Respawning dead characters later in recovery cabinets, and more serious
damage models, such as locating teammates with their silhouette. The sequel also includes mutations, campaign-based game modes, or competitive modes where certain rules may be in effect. For example, one mutation can give all Survivor characters a saw from the beginning, while
another can make each unique infected appear as a specific species, such as Tank. Both games support user-generated content through new maps and campaigns using the tools provided by Valve; Left 4 Dead 2 also provides support for specific mutations. Valve has further supported the
user community by highlighting popular third-party maps and including those with software patches for the game. AI Director The Left 4 Dead series uses a collection of AI Director collectively, AI Routines, to monitor and change the gaming experience in response to gamers. Valve's
primary goal, along with the AI Director, was to promote the replayability of the games' campaigns, as it showed previous multiplayer games with this feature, communities of players, such as Counter-Strike and Team Fortress 2, who continued to play the games despite a limited number of
maps available due to the unpredictable nature of the online game. [22] With this in mind for Left 4 Dead, Valve found that many games also used static events that occurred at fixed points at all times, or limited dynamic events where one of several events could occur at certain points. Valve
used the idea in some of the major battles in Half-Life 2: Episode Two. [23] They realized that such systems did not support replayability or collaboration: players could easily memorize where the events would take place, and those who had not yet experienced these events would slow
down other players. [22] With the AI Director concept, Valve believed that in a collaboration gaming experience, he could capture the chaos and randomness that would ensue in Counter-Strike and Team Fortress 2, and he could turn it from simple memorization into a skill challenge. [22]
Valve called this approach a procedural and created a new story every time the game was played. [24] The AI Director has several aspects that come together to create structured unpredictability for each game. [22] The director first creates a dramatic flow for the level, which determines
the size and location of his infected and rarely infected herds throughout the level. Procedure creation takes into account each transition area on the map using the path discovery algorithms valve included in counter-strike computer-controlled characters and the flow of the map. As the
players map also progresses, the Manager will lay infected eggs in ne quick areas And out of sight, players passed through earlier on the map while removing infects. [22] Placement is also considered the Escape Route, the shortest way through the map, and encounters along this route will
increase to increase difficulty. [22] Ovulation rules are different for each infected; Armies more often spawned behind players to get surprised, hunter and smokers will lay eggs ahead of special infected players, giving them the opportunity to wait for their individual AI players. [22] Procedural
production is also used to place weapons and other items throughout the level. [22] Weapons and equipment can be programmed to be created at specific points by the map designer, ingring out some predictability for gamers and during creative control over design for storytelling and visual
effects. [22] It is 22] It is 22] during which it is those those who override the procedural generation, constantly monitoring players and changing the predetermined tempo to react to it, creating the active dynamic tempo of the game. [22] Each player character is watched by a metric called
Survivor Intensity, which increases as the character gets damaged, incapacitated, or, among other effects, another character nearby dies and gradually decays over time. The director will change the previously developed program for infected spawning to create Survivor Intensity for a
specific threshold; When this happens, the game continues this peak for a few seconds, then enters a period in which it relaxes and reduces infected spawning, so that players finish their current encounters and allow Survivor Densities to move away from the threshold. The director then
repeats this cycle until the actors reach the end of the level. [22] Boss infected encounters are created in different ways, creating a series based on your bike without repeating between three situations: Tank, Witch, or No event. [22] Boss events are generated based on the number of
domains players pass through. These events are not changed by dynamic pacing of the game; When the valve was controlled by this pacing, players would often be at a very high intensity to allow these encounters to take place. Keeping things on a separate path ensures the tempo is
unpredictable and further increases the Director's replayability goal. [22] A series of encounters during a level game of Left 4 Dead (with a left-to-right progress). [22] The top bar shows the original population of public (white icons), custom (colored icons), and boss (large icons) that were
procedurally created by AI Director before starting the level. The second bar is watched in Survivor Intensity, which occurs immediately after the intensity of red Relax episodes reachs a threshold limit. The third bar is the actual population created when playing the level; have some common
armies while it is removed due to the high density and being in a comfortable state, other armies and uncommons are added when density is very low near the end of the level. The director also creates mood and tension with emotional cues such as visual effects, sound cues for certain
types of infected, and character communication. [25] In Left 4 Dead 2, the Director has the ability to change the layout, level layout, lighting and weather conditions of walls and reward players for more convenient weapons and items for more difficult routes. [26] A special Director routine
dynamically controls music and other ambient sound effects and tracks what a player is going through to create a suitable sound mix. The operation is client-side and is very much done by a system. Each player hears their own mix created while playing throughout the game, and dead
players watching their teammate's mix. Valve considers AI Director a tool for use in other games. A software patch for the cooperative game Alien Swarm has been added to a game mode, Onslaught, to create enemies to fight for dynamic players using a version of This Left 4 Dead AI
Director. [29] Valve investigated the use of biofeedbacks from players directly into the Director. At the 2011 Game Developers Conference, Valve showed a simple test of a player playing at Left 4 Dead 2 level, equipped with a device to measure skin conductivity level. Some in-game
actions, such as hearing a threatening noise or opening a door, cause the skin to increase its conductiveness. Valve suggests that such information given to the Director could create a much more effective player experience. [30] Infected characters In-Game Infected characters are divided
into four categories. The most abundant common infected are the least deformed of infected creatures. However, this infected is weak, but in large numbers, they pose a significant threat to survivors. Usually, the Manager will be an engineer, a horde of a large number of players who are
commonly infected charging. Armies can also be created by activating a car alarm or on the road in in-game carendo events that usually contain some loud noise generated by players. Therefore, a unique, noisy event feature on many individual levels, such as the upgrade of a rusty
elevator, where a very large army will be towed, players were given the pre-government so that they could be prepared for attack. Left 4 Dead 2 is a second type of infected, rarely infected. Rarely infected is unique for some campaigns, and, although the common infected is not stronger, it
has a special ability that can hinder players' progress. For example, rarely infected Hard Rain still wears protective ear parts, there are infected road workers who make them immune to the temptation of pipe bombs. Third species of infected creature Infected. Each of these creatures
appears less frequently during a campaign and is designed to allow players to work together as a team. In addition to its very special vocals, there are also leitmotifs added to the game's soundtrack when AI Director places one, allowing Survivor players to take part in the alert. They serve
as playable characters for infected games in versus modes. Hunter - agile and agile Infected is able to jump great distances and fight a single Survivor, who will either get killed or hurt until Hunter is either killed or pushed. Pounced Survivor is completely incapable of taking action,
encapsulating special infected intent: they must be saved by other Survivors as they cannot hold their own. Smokers - an infected long tongue uses to ensnare and suffocate survivors, hitting the tongue or making them helpless until they are killed by the smoker or stuning them with
explosives or th pushes. When killed, it leaves a cloud of smoke that temporarily obscures the view of survivors and causes them to cough. Boomer - slow-moving bulging Infected vomit bile on these Survivors; Although it itself is not harmful, bile attracts common infected to the character.
When he is killed, a Boomer explodes, covering any close survivors of more bile. Spitter - Survivors are vomiting a large amount of acidic saliva infected. Gooda survivors suffer rapidly increasing damage until they emerge from the puddles. Spitter himself is quite weak and after his death,
he also leaves a small puddle of acid that harms the survivors. Charger - Infected with a large mutated arm that attacks by charging Survivors at high speed. The charging attack has the ability to knock down each Survivor at the same time and effectively hit it dramatically, and Survivor,
which is at the forefront of the attack, is carried as long as the Charger is running or until the Charger crashes into the wall, at which point the Charger begins to punch Survivor. The survivors who were punched are completely helpless and will be killed as long as the Charger is not killed.
The Charger is also unique among the specially infected, due to its cumbersome size, it cannot be pushed; you can just stumble upon frag bullets and an explosive charge. When the charger is not charged, it can cause almost as much damage as the standard melee attack. Jockey - a
Survivor infected with a Hunchback on a small ride, hence the name. A Jockey can control the movement of a Survivor while driving Survivor, and he is a person who endangers Survivor. As long as a Jockey rides them, a Kazazat is damaged and completely helpless unless the Jockey is
pushed or killed. Finally, the Director of AI has two special boss-infected characters that he contains in rare moments: Witch - a woman infected with glowing eyes and long-clawed fingers. Witches are unique because they are passive, they prefer to be alone to cry. However, if a Survivor
spürs him, either their hand By damaging the area, or it, it will charge Survivor and automatically neutralize them. Once incapacitated, the Witch is either killed or so brutally the survivor will attack. If he kills the Survivor who disturbed him, then he'll run. At higher difficulty levels, a Witch can
automatically kill a Survivor. He is not particularly resilient, but he can run survivors faster, making it difficult to make him sidly before someone is harmed. It is the strongest and fastest to be infected on foot. However, it has the second most hit point after the tank. Explosives and frag shells
can stun him. Tank - infected with tremendous superhuman strength. The tank can charge survivors and hit them on the ground or throw debris, stones and cars at them, resulting in momentary incapacity. Kiting is a valid tactic, but survivors should do so for a long time, a Tank of normal
difficulty is ten times the health of all survivors. In Versus -modes, players may not be able to control the Witch and can only play as a tank if the AI Director has chosen to spawn one. He is the second strongest infected and has the highest number of hit points on all other infected so far.
Due to its massive size, the Tank can only stumble with exploding oxygen canisters or propane tanks. Bill's killer in Left 4 Dead: The Sacrifice. See also Back 4 Blood Turtle Rock Studios, an upcoming title from the original developers of Left 4 Dead. [31] References ^ Yin-Poole, Wesley
(April 30, 2014). There's a new Left 4 Dead ... For Japanese passages. Eurogamer. Accessed April 30, 2014. ^ ^ ^ Mastrapa, Gus (September 15, 2010). Left 4 Dead Comic Tells the Inter-Mission Story. Wired. Accessed March 10, 2011. ^ Left 4 Dead: The Sacrifice comic book begins with
part one. Game Diary. September 14th, 2010. Accessed March 10, 2011. O'Conner, Alice (August 14, 2009). Valve Talks Team Fortress 2 Comic Book Plans, Movie and TV Program Possibilities. Shacknews. Accessed July 8, 2010. Fletcher, JC (April 16, 2010). Left 4 Dead 2's 'The
Passing' arrives in town next week... Joystiq. Accessed March 10, 2011. Pigna, Kris (November 14, 2009). Send Season Greetings with Valve'S Kickass Holiday Cards. 1Up.com. archived march 5, 2016 from the source. Accessed February 5, 2016. Ransom-Wiley, James (December 19,
2010). Left 4 Dead Hunter &amp; Tank cards shipping on December 27. Engadget. Accessed February 5, 2016. Quillen, Dustin (May 3, 2010). Valve Sale $49.99 Left 4 Dead 2 Plushs. 1Up.com. archived march 4, 2016 from source. Accessed February 5, 2016. ^ Joe (July 21, 2011). SDCC
2011 NECA Previews Valve Toys. Toyark - News Accessed February 5, 2016. Yin-Poole, Wesley (October 1, 2012). Valve's Chet Faliszek on Steam Greenlight, Counter-Strike and The Left 4 Dead future. Eurogamer. ^ Half-Life 3, Left 4 Dead 3, Source 2 were seen in the leaked Valve
archive. VG247. June 19th, 2013. ^ Half-Life 3 is being worked on &amp; Left 4 Dead 3 looks great, says counter-strike creator. VG247. May 23rd, 2014. ^ Half-Life 3 and Left 4 Dead 3 references were found in the Vive benchmark tool. VG247. February 24th, 2016. Left 4 Dead 3: The
Valve employee may have leaked news about the game's development. VG247. July 5th, 2016. Wood, Austin. The alleged Left 4 Dead 3 leak 29 extremely boring screenshots. GamesRadar. Lapunov, Dmitry (July 13, 2020). Half-Life 3, Left 4 Dead 3, &amp; More All By Valve By The
Years. It's screened. Accessed July 14, 2020. Young, Rory (July 9, 2020). Left 4 Dead 3 Was Going a Open World Game With Hundreds In Zombies at One Time. Game Rant. Accessed July 14, 2020. Boudreau, Ian (December 17, 2020). Back 4 Blood's closed alpha starts today and
here's how to register. It belongs to PCGamesN. Accessed December 18, 2020. ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n Booth, Michael (2009). AI Systems of the Left 4 Dead (PDF). Valve. Accessed March 7, 2011. ^ Left 4 Dead 2 Interview. eurogamer.net. July 3rd, 2009. Accessed on July 5, 2009. AI
director-I don't want to say that Half-Life 2 dropped, but certainly the things we did in Half-Life 2, especially Episode 2, were a jump-off point. There are several important battles in which the number of joins and where they come from uses something like. What we achieved with Left 4 Dead
was very raw, but there were some ^ Newell, Gabe (November 21, 2008). Gabe Newell writes for Edge. Edge. Archived september 9, 2012 from source. Accessed November 22, 2008. Things are trying to give them a sense of narrative. We look at the sequences of events and try to
understand what they are doing to create new series. If it was specifically challenged by some kind of creature then we can use this information to decide how we use this creature in subsequent encounters. Procedural narrative is what makes it more of a storytelling device than a simple
mechanism of difficulty. Gabe Newell (2008). EA E3 Promotional Video (Video presentation). 4 Dead 411. Walker, John (June 1, 2009). Left 4 Dead 2: Exclusive RPS Preview. Stone, Paper, Shotgun. Accessed June 1, 2009. ^ E3 09 Live Game Demos on GameSpot. Gamespot. June 2nd,
2009. Accessed June 2, 2009. Valve (2008). Left 4 Dead (PC). Level/area: No Mercy (developer review). Tim Larkin: We took a few steps to keep the music interesting enough that players tend to continue playing. We keep changing it so it won't be boring; To this end, we created a music
director working alongside AI to follow the player's experience instead of his emotional state. We keep the music suitable for each player's situation and highly personalized. The Left 4 Dead music engine has a full client-side, multi-part system per player that is completely unique to this
player and can even be watched by the audience. Since part of left 4 Dead's fun is watching your friends when you die, we thought it was important to listen to their personal music as much. This feature is unique to Left 4 Dead. Senior, Tom (August 24, 2010). Aliens Swarm adds AI
Director, it's even harder. PC Gamer. Accessed March 7, 2011. Scimeca, Dennis (March 4, 2011). The Importance of Using Sweat to Make Valve Games Better. G4 TV. Accessed March 7, 2011. Yin-Poole, Wesley (March 14, 2019). Turtle Rock returns to its Left 4 Dead roots with Back 4
Blood. Eurogamer. Accessed March 14, 2019 at Left_4_Dead_.
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